ev ery artiSt iS an ego each work of art is unique and comes into being through spiritual enlightenment; this is a special feature that anyone writing on the arts must consider. Studying the arts, we are bound to a duality of issues and ap-
proaches that are complex and often contradictory. on the one hand an artistic idea is foregrounded within an artwork while on the other, its inseparable formal aspect is brought forth. Without the first, the other ceases to be: without an idea, there is no reason for art to be born. art is a middleman between its creator, nature and creation; with the help of a code, genius can assemble a representation of this relationship. the original form of a representation exists somewhere in an undefined entirety, in a place hidden from the ordinary sight, a place where artist can find a representation and give it shape and new strength -in this case the transcendental connection to the world of ideas (eidos) is as important as ties that people have with other people and with things. Artefacts differ from facts of life not in their aesthetic communication -however, this can be the case as well -but in the explosive energy that has been theorised by the likes of leonardo and lotman. also, artefacts do not differ in their openness but rather in the closedness that they always inherit from their creator. art borrows its themes from reality and replays them through mimesis, offering new ideas as the criteria and source of truth; within the new ideas mental hypostases are written that characterise cognitive perception.
So there are two distinct paths to understand an artwork: the first leads us towards the physical, the other towards the metaphysical. as heirs to a world-view that is based on the Enlightenment and the ratio, we carry within a conviction that analytic approach and cause-effect relationships predominate in the construction of belief systems, something that occidental thought has taken for granted both for art history and for aesthetics. yet these relationships only preliminarily hold sway with artworks because they represent a singular mental phenomenon.
Up to recent times methods passing over from the linguistic philosophy have prevailed in the literature on arts. Facing the subject-object problem, these methods give preference to the measurable and the tangible, thereby making creative thought graspable through the chosen approach and rhetoric but leaving the spiritual gates unopened for those who are critical -a choice that already Dante and Marsilio Ficino hinted at. artefacts in a system function not unlike "nano-particles": they bind colour, form, and space, they arrange icons within a semiotic structure, determining the existence of an artwork as "a sign, or representamen, [...] something which stands to somebody for something in some re-spect or capacity." 3 The subject of history of art often lies in the fields of iconology and semiotics, borrowing its method from natural sciences where "the relation between sign and object [...] is real and physical, which gives the sign the status of evidence for its object", hence there is "icon: in which that relation is based on resemblance; and symbol based on convention." 4 Similarly to natural sciences history of art also divides its subject matter into parts -species and subspecies, families and styles; choices are made based on this classification that give Clio (the fame) a position of importance and swap the greek root mneme ("memory") for the Latin moneo ("to recall", "to warn"). Herodotus notes that this is "preventing the great and wonderful actions of the greeks and the Barbarians from losing their due meed of glory." 5 art history as it is traditionally understood from Johann Joachim Winckelmann to erwin panofsky, gives historic narrative a certain form -a shape of a tame and harmless companion leading its explorer through the long cultural history of centuries and millennia.
the history of art speaks more about the context than about the work of art itself. instead of discussing Baroque as an expression of a unique state of mind and its kindred philosophical thought, we speak about political events and their identity -allowing us to evaluate Kadriorg Park through the imperial and militant intentions of peter the great, and so all the canals and manicured lawns, every architectural ego from the roman times is merely turned into an illustration and does not exist as a distinct field of interest. It must be said that there is little I have to add to the scholarship on Kadriorg Park in the vein of the "objective history of art". 6 my issue lies elsewhere: besides the social and historical analysis there is the cognitive aspect of art, an angle that transforms the social into personal: being inspired by the spirit of the times and one's own imag-ination, it precedes the birth of a pictorial image. The cognitive aspect of art includes an indefinable "other" that brings forth the ergon within the parergon, enclosing the whole of human sensibility in a creative act; it attunes the sensory perception and cognition, and maybe even more -determined not only as a "sensory phenomenon but [it] involves a free and open-ended engagement of the fundamental resources of the human mind." 7 Since alexander Baumgarten there has been a new source in the literature on the arts: defined as aesthetic category it considers subjective experiences and introspection; it points at the source of arts and offers in the place of conventions an innovation, giving the artistic will (Kunstwollen, as Alois Riegl put it) an expression in an artwork. "The art work opens up in its own way the Being of beings. this opening up, i.e. this deconcealing, i.e. the truth of beings, happens in the work [...] Art is truth setting itself to work." 8 Art is pushed into movement by the same fundamental force that operates in music and poetry, even in the case of Winckelmann, the child of the enlightenment century, we see alongside rationality an emotional side of his character -his melancholy and bitterness of loss that in Davies' words "would also be to recognize his History as a great and exemplary work, for it comes close [...] to finding an objective subject that almost satisfies its subjective object" 9 , apart from external events emotion leads a scholar towards an inner self and within his critical method, close to the sources of artistic events, opening them layer by layer, announcing themselves as an absolute dimension of our mind, as a philosophical system where "it is the ego which [...] discovers itself as the only apodictically certain being."
10
Artist is a demiurge who makes the journey between two eternities possible: he marries the great grandiose with the insignificant and the universal with the particular. In art and through art, creation becomes actuality, hidden capacities in people are unveiled making the subconscious visible and audible in the form of images and sounds, and so art glorifies stone and clay. In this way, artistic event makes the world vis- Eidos is at the source and at the end of all that there is, everything else is written in between. art is born where chaos borders on order; human being is the interlocutor of truth, his genius lights up the stars in the darkness. the formation of a colourful image that we label our world is aided by the artistic process, and so the Idea finds a form. The criterion of artistic truth has the same ontological basis that has tantalised the human mind from the rise of greek metaphysics onward. contemporary humanities originate in the subjective analysis of the objective external world, distinguishing between traditional object-subject schema and deep transcendental layers "where the cognition as the existential vehicle of life, remains geometrically and cosmically linked and positioned."
12
Besides the narrative time, equally important is a sense of spatiality -an a priori actuality that we experience through artist's work, always renewing its forms and images though the genius of Zeitgeist; in martin Jay's words this links vision and the visual memory in a way that "can signify graphic, optical, perceptual, mental or verbal phenomena" and marks the "boundary between the "natural" and the "cultural" in what we call vision."
13 Written texts and philosophy are part and parcel of art history -in addition to Winckelmann's history there is the aesthetic approach of alexander Baumgarten. appreciating and gauging both, we avail ourselves to untried prospects that can provide a fresh understanding in the study of the arts, combining generalized theoretical methods and fact-based specific material. The history of art relies on theoretical ideas to the same degree as on the empirical facts: these ideas -as of today still under-utilised -could not only function as a descriptive backdrop but also as sources for novel methods when dealing with a variety of research issues. in this way art historian has not only an aristotelian science at his service but can also employ philosophy: in addition to deduction he can now start with induction and with the idea that according to Plato determines the existence. Descartes and Leibniz set a new tone and direction for this strand of art history which allows us to discuss not only the transformation of styles but to treat history of art as an expression of the ideas of Descartes, Leibniz, Immanuel Kant, and Hegel through forms and in the world of artefacts. 14 The influence that Descartes had on the scholarly world of the seventeenth century (and even more so of later centuries) is difficult to overestimate. On the one hand Descartes unifies the hitherto unnoticed trends of his time, bringing these to light through his imaginings and his words, influencing sciences and arts both directly and indirectly. on the other hand his confidence and to an extent his self-centeredness determine an epoch that is defined in the history of art as the Baroque. The prerequisite for all that exists is a mind: "both for the conduct of his life and for the conservation of his health and the invention of all the arts …" 15 the complement of life is a fantasy, everything that we dream of and all that we perceive as visual illusions. "at the same time we must at least confess that the things which are represented to us in sleep are like painted representations which can only have been formed as the counterparts of something real and true […] . For as a matter of fact, painters, even when they study with the greatest skill to represent sirens and satyrs by forms the most strange and extraordinary, cannot give them natures which are entirely new […] ." The order in Nature is determined by the will of the subject, its strength and beauty. the world appears to us through the mind, which as mathematics convince us does not ensue from mere relations between geometries and shapes, but from of a true and sacred logic of numbers that organises the spatial unity in the Baroque architecture. "for example, when I imagine a triangle, I do not conceive it only as a figure comprehended by three lines, but i also apprehend these three lines as present by the power and inward vision of my mind, and this is what i call imagining."
17
Descartes embodied an aspiration that defined his times: to order the world by the rules of systematic thought (esprit de système), deducing facts from a priori axioms 18 -a system of lines aspiring towards infinity, creating a grand performance for the earth, its landscape and the cosmos, clustering around itself a universe that exists both mentally and in material unity. In this manner the epoch reveals something that the visible can reflect but cannot exhaust nor explain. The artist's "I" is the source of discussion and judgement, through "I" he expresses the opposites of his character -his judgement and invention (giudizio e invenzione);
19 the first is related to the emerging of critical thought and the second, to the energy that is needed for the birth of an artwork. "the noble painters and sculptors, imitating the first creator, form in their minds also an example of superior beauty and, reflecting on it, improve upon nature. Primitive imitation of nature might suit simple souls and lower classes, but the duty of a true artist is to represent nature not as it appears to us nor as it manifests itself through irrational illusion," 20 but as has described by gian pietro Bellori: "this idea, or rather the goddess of painting and sculpture, when the sacred curtains of the lofty genius of a Daedalus or an Apelles are parted, reveals itself to us and descends upon marbles and canvases; originating in nature, it transcends its origins and becomes the original of art; measured by the compass of the intellect, it becomes the measure of the hand; and animated by the imagination of it gives life to the image." 21 What Nature cannot do on its own, art can. Art helps one to rise above the cynical sentiment about corruption of politics and manners of the times (corruzione dell'éta nostra) by raising the idea up from its footing where it reaches heights where absolute truth prevails -as clarté et distincté. This same sphere where planets move turns in the direction of relativism towards the end of the century, replacing an ordered world model of copernicus with the elliptic cosmos of tycho Brahe; due to specific attributes of our mind we are bound to see relations behind numbers; striving towards ethereal fields where we meet several instead of one, and many instead of several centres of energy. A place where the monads as defined by Gottfried Leibniz not only have their place but also a cognitive capacity that fits universal concepts into a system of words, replacing the dualism of mind and matter with the unity of these two principles. freed from the dictate of absolute power, through infinite number of substances they create new relationships and by doing this -new cosmoses. In fantasies of artists of the Baroque age, the world is a mirror hall with an infinite number of mirrors and the mirrored images reflect infinity in thousand shattered pieces.
Leibniz' division, a system where everything imaginable is split into simple and composite substances, or collection of monads, summarises the idea of a grand performance "where there is a simple substance there is life and the world's being full of such substances means that the whole of nature is full of life." 22 Over time, the system of mind (esprit de systéme) becomes a systematic mind (esprit systématique), as described by d'alembert in the Encyclopédie, that replaces the belief in the world as a unified system that could be grasped with the help of a corpus of ideas and their corresponding symbols. Leibniz' principe vitale reverberates equally in nature and in architecture. 
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The Baroque cosmos is a unified whole but it is also fractured into minuscule pieces that through the centripetal force form a mathematically describable system: a universe that is compact and extended into infinity along its axis, its central idea pulling along ever new cosmoses and geographies. Baroque architecture does not spring from the study of nature (although it is often discussed), but rather from the application of nature, expressing the will of a mind that besides gravity brings up a multitude of ideas and their co-existence in nature. "construction is enjoyment (Lust) whatever it may cost me", declares Balthasar Neumann. del disegno (1797) 24 , and labels Baroque as a period of decline in comparison to the Classic revival of the following period. In the minds of Baroque critics, it continues the traditions of dark ages that already the" antischolastic writers of the sixteenth century found particularly ridiculous."
25 Contro il barocco (a term used in Italian art historical scholarship) 26 deprives Baroque from its flesh and blood, its "di far apparire di carne le sue figure" , 27 taking away all that saw world as a continuous and indis- Baroque is comprehensible only insofar as its significance in the sphere of ideas is understood, bonding cogito with ego and its dreamlike projection of transcendence. architecture, nature and landscapes merge and aspire towards cosmic heights, giving birth to new cosmoses where genius of the Zeitgeist with his conductor's baton arranges views, axes and perspectives in nature, invading ever new cascades, ponds and pools all the way to the row of poplars on the horizon, and making them all reflect on the grand parterre de Latone. The difference in arrangement found in Bernini and claude perrault, his competitor, in relation to the east façade of the Louvre, does not manifest so much in the principles but more so in the reflections of ideas that are expressed in the décor, the dialogue between buon gusto and bon goût, allowing the italian and French preferences to find their own arguments and independent forms of visual communication. The potency of Baroque lies in its self-confidence, even if dinted by the polemic of the ancients and the moderns (la querelle des anciens et modernes), the movement does not lose strength before its constructed world has expanded to an inconceivable size.
The closer to the turn of the century, the more fractured and diverse becomes the general outlook that gives scope to ideas. Freed from the mental model of a universe inherited from Renaissance and constructed by a single will, art once again faces a choice. it can continue its trotted path that describes universe in its infinite variety through rhyme and rhythm, summation and subtraction; or to diverge from a single canon, from the "positive beauty", and engage with values that can be classified as "arbitrary". The idea of always measuring universe from the same point of authority is increasingly called into doubt. The growing sense of conflict between rationality and emotions elevates art to the rank of sciences but at the price of creating a discord and an escape to the unknown; to a place where in late Baroque, the rococo, aesthetics preach desire in the rhetoric of virgin forests. Europe faces great changes at the time when Peter I cuts a "window to Europe". " What has all this to do with peter the great's palace by the sea, set in an area populated by summer mansions of a hanseatic city; a place that from times immemorial has offered citizens an opportunity to come outside of the town walls into the nature? But that much. Kadriorg is a political manifest supplemented by an artistic ambition. for the Kadriorg Palace, the czar chooses Italian architects as he had done for the palaces built in the petersburg region. he chooses italians because they hold most authority -their footprints in tutoring the aristocratic elite lead back to the era of françois i. the selection functions rhetorically as a device stressing the symbiosis of the intellectual elite and the state 
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It is as though the sun had set in the sea. Visions and visionary truth create a dreamlike setting where in the footsteps of titans, olympian gods clamber onto the stage and turn stone into gold. Their envoy in this faraway, peripheral context is Niccoló Michetti, a man who arrives to tallinn but is born in rome and to whom the gates of caput mundi are open. 33 michetti's magnum opus -the Cathedral of St Peter the Apostle in Zagarolo, astonishes the viewer even today with its Baroque explosive energy as well as its grandiosity. in comparison to michetti's palaces in Russia (including Estonia), it has retained not only the outer form but also the inner harmony of Baroque. 34 an ambassador from another temporal space, michetti brings a condensed metropolitan thought to the periphery, like a star that is drifted from its path. Within the logic of architecture, the palace and its surrounding park are a point of departure for the praise for geometry and laws of perspective; Ivar-Kristjan Hein describes its form as Golden section; the converging lines of the park extend up to the Mirage pond and its cascade; its central point approximates the centre of the main axis of the palace, a choice that can be interpreted as a praise of the lord of the construction and his mission. 35 quite naturally, this brings to mind Descartes: "For example, when I imagine a triangle, I do not conceive it only as a figure comprehended by three lines, but I also apprehend these three lines as present by the power and inward vision of my mind, and this is what I call imagining." 36 thus the construction of a new cosmos can involve a secret agenda of the world's powerful.
Space originates in a fixed point. In Rome, Michetti was one of Carlo fontana's students and took part in his teacher's construction work at the Santa Cecilia Cloister Convent, acquiring from his experience a habit of the times to see the world as if it was springing from an active and explosive source. Likewise, we come to see Kadriorg as a monad that is moved by Leibniz' principe vitale, as a lively concept of a universal cosmos supported by empirical, natural sciences. 37 thus Kadriorg palace allows itself to be read as if it were a substantial book, placed on the shelves of a library of Modern Age philosophy. In essence, the palace on the outskirts of the old hanseatic city belongs to a transition period, to a time when singular idea is transformed into a multitude, a case of "more means the sum of its parts"; expressing Guarini's "Placita Philosophica" as a method of ars combinatoria, the pulsating energy and swinging rhythm that brings forth an openness instead of the previous closedness, undefined relations instead of clear delineations, and a "pluralistic" space of many viewpoints and instead of a space of just one denominator. Jüri Kuuskemaa has noted that the first sketch of Kadriorg was made by peter the great himself. 40 As Peter was a multi-talented and travelled man, this fact would not contradict the architectural idea and its logic in any way. During the Baroque period, a patron becomes a client -a lord and master giving orders, directions, and explications; someone whose taste requires consideration. to measure the land, make a few strokes on the drafting paper, place the vestibule and hall on the axis, in the absolute centre, create the focal point for the whole system. time passed quickly at the drawing desk while drafting the project. The extent to which a professional architect could consider these ideas is a different matter. Kadriorg is a fragment of the Baroque cosmos, foreign, at least initially, reflecting the cosmopolitan tendencies of its era, yet reserving its close ties with rome.
Compared to larger building projects by Michetti in Russia -Peterhof cascades and fountains and Strelna Palace -an important dissimilarity comes into view. Of the two building types of high aristocracy that were developed already during the Renaissance period and continued in principle until the eighteenth century -the palace and the villa, Kadriorg represents a nature-bound summer residence. 41 instead of the palas originating in imperial rome and the italian palazzo of the patriciate -the class of buildings that have an official and representative function impelling a fortress-like closed composition and corresponding plan and shape -Michetti is guided by a free composition that harmonises with landscape. Besides the rhetorical presentability of the latin culture, another aspect is important -leisure and emancipation from the court. this shapes a philosophy that allows an expression of the ego in its polar opposite, in the silence and peace of a countryside life. "the basic program of the villa has remained unchanged for more than two thousand years since it was first fixed by the patricians of ancient Rome […] because it fills a need that never alters, a need which, it is not material but psychological and ideological, is not material to the influences of evolving societies and technologies. The villa accommodates a fantasy which is imperious to reality." 42 These are not only cases of formal and architectural differences but dissimilarities originate already in the minds behind them. villa suburbana and villa maritima are classifications that in the case of Kadriorg are as important as is the palatial representative character. From the very start, Kadriorg was not planned an excessively grandiose a place; besides the court etiquette there is room left for the wilderness -an oak grove and horse chestnut gardens, hayfields scattered with boulders that extend to the sea. the relation between palaces and nature must be stressed not only in case of Kadriorg but also other residential gardens of Peter I. The association with the nature may be even more than michetti, himself schooled in rome, consciously aspired for. Kadriorg reflects the tendencies that shaped the intellectual world in the early eighteenth century and soon led to the dominance of the informal garden style first in England and thereafter in Holland. "Our drift is a noble, princely and universal Elysium, capable of all the amenities that can naturally be introduced into gardens of pleasure, and such as may stand in competition with all the designs and stories of this nature, either of ancient or modern times." 43 the freedom was limited by thought: from the common central point a geometrical structure was planned, foregrounding the rooms that were planned according to the centralising principle of Baroque architecture -hence a ballroom extends through the ground floor and the first floor; underneath it as Mai Lumiste has described it, a vestibule was placed, in this case an unusually intimate and undersized one, and in the manner of the italian casino, for the consideration of an overall symmetry placed 44 it seems probable that michetti's drawings were detailed and had masterful décor smothered in lacework that, together with water foam on the cascades, highlighted the buon gusto as naturalised in the Baroque architecture -covered by a veil of dreams.
on the façades of Kadriorg, a plastic style that characterised palaces of Rome until mid eighteenth century (Palazzo Pichini (1710) and Palazzo Doria (1731-1733)) survives. The plastic form is joint by Mannerist heritage of Giulio Romano (Palazzo Te in Mantova and Villa Lante in Rome): a free and playful mode still alive in the eighteenth century, introduced by the androne (vestibule) and the cortile (front yard), and thereafter set free in the cavalcade of piano Nobile décor, hiding its opulence within the overall logic of the building's architecture. The architectural composition of the building in whole as well as the interior design rests upon a 44 Lumiste, Kadriorg. Loss ja park, 29. continuity of attractions, surprising its visitor with a multitude of ideas and an artistic superabundance -every room has its own life, its own character in the connected row of enfilades. In Michetti's oeuvre an irresistible desire for dramatic effects endures, in the same way as the passion of Borromini and Bernini persists in the late seventeenth century and early eighteenth century palaces built in rome, naples, and turin.
michetti's architectural credo lies in rome, in all that surrounded him on the streets of the eternal city as well as at the studio of carlo fontana. history does not appear to him through mediators but from the primary sources, outlining a trajectory from Antique to Renaissance and Baroque, with geniuses of their times -from Alberti to Michelangelo and Carlo Maderno -as its milestones. Thus the prototypes for Kadriorg and other palaces planned by michetti on the shores of the Baltic Sea are emblematic of the Roman architecture: Palazzo Senatorio planned by Giacomo della Porta and Girolamo Rainaldi, Villa Medici and Palazzo Montecitorio initiated by Bernini and finished by his student Carlo fontana. michetti's angels and sculptures on the roof balustrade signal the presence of rome. his terrace gardens enable us to see a penchant for Italian gardens with their attractive, abruptly rising planes.
One metaphor for Rome -continuity -lives on in the works of Michetti because it was his inner conviction and, so to say, in his blood. Albeit subdued and fractured by the spirit of its times -on the one hand by the historical synthesis and on the other, formal differentiation, 45 a glamorous idea about an infinite number of energy sources takes the place of a unified concept of cogito. in this context the contradiction between the real and the visionary retreats quietly into the melancholic stillness of the classics, replacing grandezza with the metaphors of grandioso and its corollary, eccelente. The change is to some extent influenced by the new wave of French architectural innovation, initiated by Vaux-le-Vicomte and versaille, it spreads to italy in the form of innumerable architectural treatises and reference books and influencing the park design of the early eighteenth century in the vast area from Naples to Milan. Instead of noble simplicité we see complex and multi-layered ensembles where character (caractère) is on the foreground with its essential pull for the individual and the nuanced, allowing differentiation between parts of 45 Norberg-Schulz, Spätbarock und Rokoko, 140. the ensemble, stressing the uniqueness of design and its connection to genius loci.
Evaluating Kadriorg Park in the temporal and spatial context of its era, we face a decision. First of all -Kadriorg is more classical than we can imagine. But classical in the baroque sense, what assembles the parade of the 16.-17. century creators from Michelangelo to Bernini, and Borromini to pietro da cortona, bringing together the emotional power of veneto and lombardy and rome. "Both Bernini and Borromini frequently and fervently declared themselves devotees of the art of ancients." 46 pietro da cortona and carlo fontana followed their ideas. guglielmo Cortese, Ciro Ferri, Lazzaro Baldi, and "our man" -Niccoló Michetti followed famous examples and remained true to the roman tradition until the early years of the eighteenth century. the baroque cosmos of Italy is not only unique but also united as described by Leibniz, where the principles give birth to monadic stars.
For the time of Michetti, the idea of universal art had found a new cosmopolitan expression, synthesizing the Italian traditional gardengiardino, with the principles of the French new formal garden -jardin à la francaise. in the time frame of a few years and a few decades, it gains recognition in europe, because it was all-in-all one and the same cultural space. it was the same europe where the ideas of andré le nôtre become prevalent both through the example of the court of the Sun King as through Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d`Argenville's architectural treatise (1709) introducing the principles of French garden architecture.
47 the author of the illustrations for the publication was Jean-Baptiste alexandre Le Blond, a man who, after being invited to Russia, was made responsible for Saint Petersburg and its first city plans.
Kadriorg was Michetti's first undertaking in Russia. In addition to a possibility that Peter personally advised him on the design of Kadriorg, it is only reasonable to suggest that as a gifted and efficient man, Michetti made himself familiar with the principles already at work in petersburg and blended these ideas with his own Roman grounding, thus justifying his commissions in russia. in his works michetti was able to combine perspectives with the picturesque -thus offering a unique symbiosis of the First Rome and the Third Rome. From Kadriorg, Michetti moved to Strelna where he took over the construction of the residence that had already began according to le Blond's drawings. 48 as he had done before, he prepared plans for the grand stone palace, for the canals as well as the upper terrace. Relying on the dominant style of his times -the French approach -he nevertheless continued on his own authentic path -designing the palace in Italian style, so truthfully that once completed, it could have confused a guest about his whereabouts. Taking into consideration both what had been offered by the nature as well as the wishes of the emperor, Strelna is in its architectural articulation and in its décor as romanesque as possible.
michetti's architecture in a new city and new country is an embodiment of a cosmos born out of the last breath of the Baroque in the eternal city; opening to us not one singular viewpoint as Louis XIV had dreamt, but a combination of infinitely branching sources of energy and viewpoints, becoming a place where the smallest planet has its own role and a starry path. the models for Kadriorg, Strelna and other similar works are the sixteenth and seventeenth century masterpieces of Rome -from Casino dell'Aurora to Villa Pamphili and Villa Borghese. 49 When we look at Kadriorg today we should see it through the eye of the mind and memory, so that instead of the naked view we would be able to integrate an idea and its explosive energy source in our mind. When michetti turned back home after the death of peter i, he presented the project plans of Strelna Palace ensemble to be admitted a member of the academia di San luca. 50 The plans are preserved at the Academy until today. the world around rome had spread further. the article examines the Kadriorg palace near tallinn, estonia, planned by rome-born architect niccoló michetti. instead of the factual art history the emphasis is put on the history of ideas. the ideas explored are appropriated from René Descartes and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, thinkers who embody the philosophical thought of the Baroque era. in this fashion the intellectual substance of art is combined with philosophical ideas driven by their metaphysical causes. The objective of the article is not to add new narratives to the existing histories but to attempt instead an escape from the enchanting state of magic of the parergon towards a genesis of one's own cosmos, geometry and architecture.
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the closest connection to the Kadriorg architectural ensemble is found in the distinctive attributes of the Italian architecture that at the turn of the eighteenth century replaced earlier cathartic and dramatic approaches, instead emphasising finer arrangements that favoured classical harmony, and as a result new possibilities of diversions and quests for alternatives were created. In place of the authoritarian rule of power, an independent and creative will -a fundamentally new idea of its time -emerged through progressive architecture, using fantastic and visionary approach to prepare for changes in the architectural composition as well as in its plastics and décor. Kadriorg, like everything else michetti designed, belongs to a period of transition, a time when tiredness of the earlier rhetorical expressivity has not yet completely waned but survives in the dynamics of the décor as well as in the exacting principles of french formal gardens. in Kadriorg we see a multitude of ideas instead of a single concept, an interaction and symbiosis between various fields of influence, accepting in addition to the ceremonially official the presence of wilderness -in this way calling attention to the otium and the genius loci.
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